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BIZTECH----------------------------
PAGE4
Get key Information In the
fight against Identity theft
and find out what It's like
to unplug yourself from
technology for four days.
OPINION----------------------------
PAGE 5
OpInion writer Claudio Beagarle
calls for Senator John McGee to
pay attention to his constituency
for health care reform. Shannon
Morgan spouts how history Is
written by the "Winners." The
Editorial Board promotes the
need for a community college.
CULTURE----------------------------
PAGE6
Get the inside scoop on a
few small-name bands along
with a look at the Bosnian
festlvttlescomlnq this
Saturday to Boise State and
read a recap of African Night.
SPORTS----------------------------
PAGES
The men's and women's
basketball teams begin WAC
tournament play in Las Cruces,
N.M. And a group of former BSU
football players entertains 20
NFLscouts for the BSU Pro Day.
ARBITERONLINE.COM
Get caught up on all the week's
news with The Arbiter's latest
edltlon of the webcast "Out of
the Blue."
WEATHER..
>I oj oJ J
FRIDAY
High: 53F / low 39F
SATURDAY
High: 60F / low 40F
SUl':IDAY
High: 68F / low 42F
ON CAMPUS
FRIDAY
InterVarslty Christian
Fellowship
This is a meeting designed
for you. Our time together Is
fun, life-giving and a powerful
time exploring E;pheslans.
Come get connected to the
Christian community at BSU.
For more Info: check.out www.
Ivldaho.org or on Mysp'ace,
Intervarsltybolse.
Contact Cynthia at 327-7791-
SATURDAY
"Critical Issues for Canada"
Date/Tlrrie: 8:30 a.rn. - 4 p.m,
March io-n.
Location: Room 203 of the
Multipurpose Classroom
Building on the main Boise
State campus.
Cost: Free.
Students, teachers, business
professtcnelsand community
members may register for
the one-credit workshop
through BroncoWeb at
http://broncoweb.bolsestate:edu. [)avld ChriStensen, with
Boise State's Global Business
COn$ortlum, Is .thelnstructor'
for the workshop .'. . ....
(CANsTo'<I~4~r 594)·' •
Forlnfo~atron on how to
reg'ster}s;a non~degr:ee,~~~~~~~~r~:·."
Senate seeks student approval on possible art installation
BY DUSTIN LAPRAY AND
CHARLOTTE TAYLOR
Arbiter Staff
project manager Patrick' Sullivan
from BSU Architectural and
Engineering Services.
"We're presenting this as a proj-
ect that is being sponsored by stu-
dents," Sullivan said. "Without any
funding it won't go much further."
There was no argument among
the Senate that the campus needs
more public art, nor were there
objections regarding the mural it-
self. The senators were concerned
the general student population
had not been properly consulted.
When asked how many students
were involved In the decision
making process, Sullivan listed
only nine students.
"Myconcern Is that It hasn't been
brought to the students," Sen. Katie
Jo Rupert said. "I'd feel more com-
fortable about spending close to
$8,000 from the Senate if we knew
what other students were think-
ing."
Several senators made reference
to the arduous process that support-
ers of the Veteran's Memorial went
through before recelvlng approval
from the Senate. Students were
given the opportunity to comment
Representing the opinion of
the student body is the job of the
Associated Students of Boise State
University senators and it was one
that they performed admirably at
the Senate meeting Tuesday.
An impressive line-up of guest
speakers was assembled' in the
Forum to support creating a mu-
ral in the Multipurpose Building.
Guests also asked the Senate to pro-
vide Just more than $8,000 to help
make the project a reality.
"I'm inspired by this; It repre-
sents Boise State in terms of ideas,"
interim Executive Director of
the Boise City Arts Commission
Karen Bubb said. . "The
reason you don't have
much public art on campus is
because there aren't a lot of
funding sources."
Bubb is also a current BSU stu-
dent working toward a Masters in
Public Administration.
Also on hand were ASBSU
President Wyatt Parke and
directly and view possible designs.
The memorial took nearly two years
to be approved by the Senate.
"What I think is important is in-
vest the money in a piece of art that
will last 20 years and will brighten
the space," President Parke said.
The mural would feature students
rowing boats on a sea with the sun
setting in the background.
The "Meet Me at the Mural"
project has already been under-
way for dose to a year. When
the Idea was originally brought
to the Senate, as pointed out
by Sen. Mary Dawson, It was
requested that more student
opinions be obtained before any
decisions were made.
"I'm hesitant to put something
to a vote that I don't know if they
want," Sen. Jennifer Stolley said.
The mural proposal currently sits
in the Senate Budget and Finance
committee. While no final decisions
were made on Tuesday, both Bubb
and SuIllvan offered suggestions
on how to obtain student opinions.
At Sullivan's request, a poll will be
available to students on The Arbiter
website starting Thursday evening.
Cleaning up boards in the SUB and .elsewhere
on campus was tabled indefinitely
in the Student Affairs Committee.
The bill was written by Sen.
Blueand the committee questioned
its legality.
Sen. Ortmann also asked the
Senate to bring all final pieces of
legislation from committees.
The Senate's last day at the Forum
table in the Student Union Building
is fast approaching (March 20). By
the end of this week, a new Senate
will be elected.
"Clean out your office, because
our term is almost done," Senate
Pro Tempore AmyOrtmann said.
For the current students sitting at
the table, there Is a rush to get the
final legislation passed. There are
also some items needed to be re-
solved.
Sen.Cyndi Blue tendered her res-
Ignation early this week. It was ac-
cepted. Sen. Blue gave the Senate a
letter explaining why she made that
decision.
She attended only two meetings
this semester. She made good use of
those meetings, pushing through a
resolution asking the state legisla-
ture to create hate crime legislation.
Her fellow senators said she used
the Senate to push her agenda.
There was no legislation
Tuesday. A senate bill pay-
ing to post photographs of
local sex offenders on bulletin
Attendance
The numbers given to The Arbiter
lastweekconcerningtheattendance
records at this year'ssenate meet-
ings were Incorrect, as we.said they
might be.
But the numbers weren't too far
off.
The senators we printed as
being eligible for impeachment,
are eligible.
Sen. Bakh Mirkasimov and Sen.
Ryan Cooper are both eligible and
so was Sen. Blue.
None of this really matters,
because the Senate does not plan
to impeach anyone this late in
the term.
The trial would take too much
time, and it has so very little left.
Radiology Sciences grads score in 98th percentile
BY JOSLYN SALOW
News Writer
background. Our students do a lot
of laboratories, they do a lot of re-
search, they do community events,
The Boise State University foot- they go to cultural events and they
ball program isn't the only program also spend, probably for the associ-
earning recognition from around ate degree, about 1,350hours in in-
the nation. The area of academics is ternship," Travis said.
also one ofthe university's strengths. Travis explained the advantage
A group of recent Boise State radio- that students have while they are
logic sciences graduates scored in working toward internship credit at
the top two percent of the nation their clinical sites.
on the 2006 American Registry of "Being in Boise, Idaho, We are
Radiologic Technologies credential- blessed to have the ability for our
ing test. The 28 students received a students to work in environments
100 percent pass 'rate, averaging a that practice state-of-the-art prac-
92.1 scaled score, compared to 84.8 tices and provide state-of-the-art
nationally and 89.5 for the state as a equipment. Our students put a lot
whole. Nationally, about 90 percent ofwork and a lot of effort into their
ofthose who take the test pass with three years: TCavissaid. "Wereally
a score of75 or higher; push our students to be in the fore-
Darlene Travis, program direc- front of the field and not to be a re-
tor for the Diagnostic Radiology sponder to the fleld,"
Program, said that the ARRT Is.the According to Travis, students In
only national credentialing agency the radiology program range from
for the diagnostic radiologic sclenc-. first semester freshmen to students
es community, .with a degree returning for adiffer-
"The American Registry is.acre- - ent career choice. ',. ,
dentialing body in that it provides a .Kevin Andersoni· a .studentre-
mechaniSm to hold accountable in- turning for. a career change, waS
dividUals vying for a career to ~ave one of the 28 students who tQok the
a ceitaindepth ofIeveloflmowledge 2006ARRT ·test.··AnderSoD. eari1ed •."_
so-youhaVetopassthetestby75per- ' 'Jyhisa'~.·.·.·· . ·r·.wote...~. gre..""....;.;. eon-··.·.·~..·.· ".d._.,..•• ,is.• ~ ·i....i:entaSwclIa~thllprognrindirecfors lOCWU '""':"6'" w
.have tovallda~completionof spe. Sclenceinra~~;;' .,
'clflc conteittlireas,"Travis said;- . ..An.de~~tbattM
.TraVisattrfuutedmuthoftheradJ-!~gr;lnjatBSO''' .
+.ologY,Stud~t~~sU~tq~W- .an~¥,.~~lI!'i,
~ nature of the p~aJid p~..
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fatherwould take care oftheir child at
home," Rep.George Sayler,D-Coeur
d'Alene, said. "In the' real world, that
is not happening."
Last week, a House committee
dumped a bill to boost minimum
safety standards for Idaho daycare
centers.
Oversight of daycare centers in
Idaho Is worst in the nation, ac-
cording to a survey by the National
Association of Child Care Resource
and ReferralAgencies.
tion also has accused Iran ofprovld- operation in Gaza to combat
Ing powerful new bombs to Shiite PalestlnJanmilitantslfEgyptdoesn't
Muslim militia groups InIraq and crackdown on arms smuggling,
as U.S. and Israeli officials contln- "The Egyptians will play an im-
ue to press for International action portant role In whether there will
against Iran's nuclear programs. be an Israeli operation in the Gaza
Diskin provided' no specifics Strip,"Diskin said. .
on how Israelis knew that Hamas Iranian support for,Hamas also
members were traveling to Iran is fueling internal Palestinian di-
or that Hamas would like to send visions. Leaders from the rival
manymore, Fatah faction have tried to eat away
In recent weeks, Israeli officials at Hamas' support hy suggesting
also have accused Iran of helping to that the militant group is a tool for
funnel advanced weaponry through outside interests.
smuggler tunnels under the Gaza At a rally in Ianuary amid weeks
Strip's southern border with Egypt, of deadly factional Gaza Strip street
though they've provided no evi- battles, Fatah demonstrators in the
dence of such shipments. predominately Sunni Muslim region
"The battle in Gaza is not isolated mocked Hamas supporters bychant-
from what is happening in the re- ing "Shiite" because oftheir alliance
gion," said Ayman Shaheen, a po- with Shiite-dominated Iran.
Iitical science professor at Al Azar -~ Last month,' Fatah leaders briefly
University in Gaza City. "The prob- c1aimedthatthey'd captured ahand-
lem is that Hamas has put itself on ful of Iranian officers at the Hamas-
the axis with Tehran. This is a new' dominated Islamic University in
regional power that wants .to domi- Gaza City. But they quickiy backed
nate the region." off from the charge, and Diskin said
When Hamas took power last year there was no evidence to support it.
in legislative elections, Israeli offi-
cials were skeptical that Iran would
keep Its pledge to provide the new
Palestinian leaders with extensive
financial support. But now Israeli
leaders are voicing alarm about
Iranian influence in the Gaza Strip.
"They are committed to waging a
jihad against Israel and the United
States and this is a place where it
can be done at the lowest cost for
Iran," said Shmuel Bar, an Iran
specialist and the director of studies
atthe Institute ofPolicyand Strategy
in Israel.
How much support Iran has
provided to Hamas is debated
within the Israeli government.
"The arms come from Sinai, they
come from Sudan, and who is the
pusher?" Ephraim Sneh, Israel's
deputy defense minister, said
recently. "I don't think there is a
question: money from Iran. The
source of the weapons is mainly
Iran."
Diskin downplayed the. threat
from smuggled weapons and said
Israel faced a bigger danger from
locally produced Palestinian
rockets, which generally have small
explosive power and can travel
only a fewmiles.
Still, he warned that Israel will
have to stage a large military
But he hasn't backed off from his
criticism of the Bush administra-
tion's Iraq policy, saying he wants
people around the world to know
that "there are many Americans
who want to relate to the rest of the
world in terms' of cooperation, not
military domination:'
His staffers say the State
Department has shown no signs of
squeamishness about publicizing his
criticism oCthe.war.
Rick Iauert, Ellison's communica-
tions director, said he warned one
State Department writer that "we
don't agree on much." That was fine,
came the reply. "They said it's about
democracy and dissent," he said.
\VORLD
office, where an American flag was
placed conspicuously behind his
desk for the cameras.
He's scheduled to follow up
Thursday in a teleconference
with Karen Hughes, the State
Department's undersecretary for
public diplomacy. The teleconfer-
ence has been tasked by the White
House to promote American values
and confront ideological support for
terrorism around the world.
Muslim commentators and ad-
ministration officials say that,
whatever controversy, Ellison has
engendered at home, he can help
America's image abroad, especially
in the Arabworld.
"It's a very positive development,"
saidVoiceofAmerica's FaizRehman,
a Pakistani native and senior
political producer. "He is the most
famous freshman congressman in
the world:'
Although the Bush administration
is promoting Ellison as an example
of American religious tolerance,
part of his international cachet
comes from the controversy he's
encountered at home.
Since Ellison became a candidate
forCongress last year, his religionhas
been fodder for political opponents,
including Minnesota Republicans
who tried to tie him toNation ofisiam
leader LouisFarrakhan.
Afterhe decided to take his oath on
the Quran, Virginia Republican Rep,
Virgil Goode called it an illustration
of the need for immigration chang-
es, even though Ellison grew up in
Detroit. A national talk show host
asked him if he was working with
"our enemies."
Ibrahim Hooper, a spokesman for
the Washington-based Council on
American Islamic Helations, com-
pared Ellison's overseas appeal to
that of boxing icon Muhammad Ali,
who refused to serve in Vietnam.
"Muslims around the world know
that America has a tradition of reli-
gious tolerance," he said. "They'd like
to see us liveup to that tradition."
Ellison, for his part, plays up
the positive in the American ex-
perience, noting' that the nation's
founders chose not to establish
an officialstate religion.
"Religious tolerance has a much
longer pedigree in America than
some of the intolerance we've seen
lately,"he toldVoiceofAmerica.
Iran providing training
,to Hamas, Israel says .
Ayear-oldinternatlonalcampaign
to isolate the Hamas-Ied Palestinian
government Unintentionally has
pushed the militant Islamic group
into a dangerous and growing alli-
ance with Iran, Israel's top internal-
intelligence chief said Monday.
Yuval Diskin, the director of
Israel's Shin Bet security. agency,
said closer ties between Hamas and
Iran were one of the "bad fruits" of
a U.S.and Israeli-led economic boy-
cott of tile Palestinian government.
The boycott gave Iran an opportuni-
ty to give Hamas millions of dollars
in aid and military training as part
of a campaign to destabilize Israel
and the Middle East, Diskin said.
"Harnas headed toward the open
window of Iran and this maybe
strengthened the ties,' Diskin told a
small group of Western journalists.
"Allthe doors were closed, and they
went to the window."
For more than a year, Israel and
the United States have refused to
provide aid to the Palestinian gov-
ernment because of Harnas' refusal
to renounce its long-standing pledge
to destroy Israel. European coun-
tries have joined the boycott.
, The economic blockade has hob-
bled the Palestinian government,
as intended. But it also created an
opening for Iran to increase its in-
fluence by stepping in to shore up
Hamas, Diskin said.
Iran has pledged to provide
Hamas with $150million in aid. In
addition, Diskin said, tens ofHamas
militants have been sent to Iran for
advanced military tralning, . and
Harnas would like to send hundreds
more to learn to build and operate
advanced weaponry.
"I see it as the strategic danger:'
Diskin said of the training.
Diskin's remarks in a rare on-
the-record briefing reflected the
growing anxiety of leaders
throughout the Middle East and
'the United States over Tehran's
expanding influence.
There was no way to assess the ac-
curacy of his claims independently.
. They came as the Bush administra-
Courtesy Idaho Press-Irlbune
.WHAT THE?
Dude, I could have sworn
the bad guys were in hereLO,CAL/BSU'
Two young men, who had appar-
ently been smoking lots of marijua-
na, called police to report that they
were holding two burglars who had
broken into their apartment in Heno,
Nev. But, when the cops arrived,
there were no burglars.
The men explained that one of
them woke up to find the bathroom
door locked, leading them to believe
the burglars were in there. They
slipped notes under the bathroom
door to communicate with them.
Police found the notes in the empty
bathroom, and arrested t.he young
men for possession of 23 grams of
marijuana and 10bongs.
House rejects education
standards for young kids
Bouse lawmakers voted 43-27
against a nonbinding resolntion to
ask agencies to establish education
standards for young children, the
second setback in as many weeks
for advocates of boosting state
involvement in how Idaho cares for
itsyoungsters,
The measure defeated this week
said "allchildren deserve the right to
be cared for in a safe and enriching
environment" and sought to create
standards to help parents differenti-
ate between providers of preschool
child care. The resolution would
have'asked the Department of! lealth
and Welfareto rank the quality ofday
cares and channel federal money to
centers based on those rankings.
But some lawmakers compared
the resolution to a communist plot
that infringes on parents' rights.
"In old Russia, the stale owned
children for all intents and pur-
poses," said Hell. Lenore Barrett,
H-Challis. "This is not the proper
role ofgovernment."
Proponents, meanwhile, argued
unsuccessfully that establishing ed-
ucational standards for young kids
was a pragmatic approach that takes
into account reality: Many families
include two parents who work and
must send their kids to daycare. As a
result, the state should set standards
forthose operations, they said.
"In the idealworld,everymother or
NATIONAL
First Muslim elected to
Congress will share his
story with the world
Rep.KeithEllison, thefirst Muslim
elected to Congress, had little
good to say about President Bush's
foreign policy when he ran for
office in 2006.
Now, two months into office, the
Minnesota Democrat has plans
to meet with Secretary of State
Condoleezza Rice and other top
State Department officials to talk
about showcasing his story as part of
their public diplomacy efforts in the
Muslim world. '
"Hey, my country first. We can
work out our political differences
later," said Ellison, an outspoken
critic of the Iraq war. "I've said I'm
willing to do whatever I can to make
some friends forAmerica."
Building on the intemational ca-
chet he's built since taking his oath of
office on Thomas Jefferson's Quran,
Ellison has been profiled three times
by the State Department's overseas
press bureau. On Monday he did a
VoiceofAmerica interview from his
Sic 'em, King! And Fang,
and Dexter, and Fido ...
A man broke into a building in
Edmonton, Alberta, right next to a
sitewhere dozens ofpolice dogswere
being trained. lIe was apprehended
shortly after he inadvertently set
offthe alarm.
Five cents a pound times ...
What is it, like 200 tons?
1\'1'0 men in Macedonia stole two
30-foot bridges. They were caught
when they tried to sell them to a
scrap yard. The proprietor became
suspicious whcn the thieves showed
up there with 20 trucks loaded with
200tons ofsteel._liSt .1'5.1\
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Does campus security offer escorts to your vehicle for students
with night classes? What are some suggestions for students that
have night Classes and are concerned about their safety?
Our primary concern as officers is your safety. We offer escorts
24/7. We don't receive too many requests for these, but we
encourage anyone to use this service. You can get a free escort
by calling Campus Police at #426-1453.
BSU fraternity inspires
business, professionalism
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Get 300 free text
messages a month
for one year.
Sign up for new service
and show a valid college
10 at the Sprint store.
After 12 months, pay the
regular monthly fee.
~
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developing skills in networking
and making contact with business-
es. It also provides business tours.
Dinner etiquette skills are refined
as well, because many interviews
occur in dining environments.
Lawrick, the advisor and business
training coach, is also the sectional
advisor for Idaho State University.
Lawrick was a member of the chap-
ter in 1985 and has come back to be
the advisor and she provides stu-
dents with leadership skills for their
careers.
Lawric said the organization's
goals are to meet 100 service hours
at BSUand an additional 100 hours
of community service and char-
ity work. Each member must also
do eight professional activities per
year. It have been involved with
the Make-A-Wish Foundation and
Adopt-a-Highway. Its next big event
will be going to Washington D.C, in
August.
"I've been a member for a year,
what I've liked best is all the com-
munity service that I normally
wouldn't have done because of my ,
busy schedule, I've gotten to do
with this group," Sabina Keranovic,
a senior business major, said.
"It really helps [to] meet the peo-
ple that are in your classes, network
and know which professors to avoid
- that is the main bonus," JillSmith,
an accounting finance major, said.
"We've typically accepted busi-
ness major and minors, but we are
broadening that aspect' and are
looking for other majors that are
wanting to increase their profes-
sional side so that they can be more
prepared when they graduate:
-Iacobnni said.
AKP will be having rush again in
the fall semester, with spring and
summer events preceding it. This
.year'it will be rushing five indiVldu;
als;' For' more. i:1formation on. this
AKPcontaet Ien lacobonl via email
8t,jenniferiacobonl@inail.boises-
tate.~ti; .
BY RYAN RASMUSSEN
News Writer
The Boise State University frater-
nity organization Alpha Kappa Psi
(AKP)made a trip to LosAngeles for
a business convention Feb. 23.
Eleven of the 27 Boise members
attended the Success Institute. they
joined 480 members from other
chapters around the country.
"Success Institute is a leadership
college where students from several
different regions from all over the
west get together," Marie Lawrick,
chapter and sectional advisor,
said. "We have professional work-
shops, regional business, develop
chapters, develop personally, even
'workshops in how to buy a home.
We also have nationally-renowned
speakers and local speakers."
At the conference the students
worked on improving leadership
skills.
AKPalums (now CEOsof compa-
nies) spoke at the Success Institute.
They helped the developing leaders
as a means to give back to the chap-
ter. They also provided help for the
students who will soon graduate; to
find careers that are right for them
and present themselves to prove
they are ready for the change.
Students also had the opportuni-
tytomeetandgettoknowthemem-
bers of other chapters and benefit
from each other's experiences.
AKP is a business organization
that has been in continuous 'action
at BSU since 1969. It is an interna-
tional organization that meets ev-
.eryThursday for a variety of speak-
en, socials and fun events.
~Asan organization were, about
promoting people to be come better
professionals: Ien Iacoboni, presi-
dent of the BSU chapter said. ~We
enllst- networkingactlvities with
otiralumnioWehave several busi-
nessesthatcome in and specially
ask to speak to us."
The organization is focused on '.
here it
Pays to Care
When you give plasma you're
literally giving someone another
chance at life.
Thousands will benefit from
your blood-plasma donations.
Up to $200 compensation
for your first month.
f'orfill'lher information on
ihow.rOll can llFlpplease call:
Biomat USA, Inc.
(208)338-0613
RED MOTORAZRTMV3m
Motorola and Sprint
are collaborating with
(PRODUCT)REOto help
eliminate AIDS in Africa.
JOINRED.COM
This feature-packed phone is the
only RED MOTORAZR that lets
you download music wirelessly
from the Sprint Music Store'"
$109.99 Z·year price.
Plus $50 mail';n rebate
wIth new line activation and I-year agreement.
( Sprint). + " )RED.
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Dow Jones Industrial
Average
12,192.45 (- 15.14)
Nasdaq Composite
2,374.64 (-10.50)
S&P500
1,391.97 (- 3.44)
10 Year Bond
4.497% (- 0.031%)
LOCAL
Bank of America (BAC)
50.59 (- 0.35)
Micron Technology (MU)
11.44 (- 0.27)
Hewlett Packard (HPQ)
40.17 (+ 0.74)
Washington Mutual (WM)
41.77 (- 0.06)
Qwest Communications (Q)
8.50 (+ 0.13)
TECHNOLOGY
Apple, Inc. (AAPL)
87.72 (- 0.47)
Google Inc. (GOOG)
455.64 (- l.S1)
Microsoft Corporation (MSFT)
27.61 (- 0.22)
Motorola Inc. (MOT)
19.01 (+ 0.17)
Yahoo! Inc. (YHOO)
30.39 (- 0.41)
FUN
Abercrombie & Fitch (ANF)
74.69 (+ 0.20)
American Eagle (AEOS)
28.97 (- 0.86)
NIKE,Inc. (NKE)
104.59 (- 0.51)
AT&TInc. (T)
35.43 (- 0.57)
Walt Disney (DIS)
34.43 (+ 0.06)
CURRENCY
USD to Euro (EUR)
0.7589 (+ 0.25)
USD to Pound (GBP)
0.5174 (+ 0.10)
USD to Yen (JPY)
116.0550 (+ 5.60)
Gold
649.20 (+ 5.60)
Silver
12.96 (- 0.12)
Numbers printed as of press time
by the amount of junk that a
scan will find.
ZoneAlarm 6.5.722
This program is a firewall. That
means it limits other Internet us-
ers from having access to your
computer. It helps prevent attacks
from hackers. Firewalls are espe-
cially important if you have an.in-
that an application is trying to ac-
cess the Internet.
You can permanently approve
or deny these requests and this
setting will be remembered for
the future.
This program is a necessi-
. Four free programs
protect your computer
BY NATHAN THOMAS
BlzTechWriter
In an age where identify theft is
America's fastest growing crime,
the protection of your computer's
information is a primary concern.
Internet users are a source of
crime when they take advantage of
unsecured computers.
One or two hours worth of ef-
fort can help greatly improve your
computer's security against inter-
net threats. .
Fortunately, it can be done with-
out spending a penny.
Compiled below is a list of the
four greatest free programs that can
help keep your computer safe. .
This list has four main criteria.
First, they had to be free. The
programs had to be free with-
out requiring premium upgrades.
Although there were upgrade
versions available, the free
versions had to be useful.
Second, the programs
could not come with any
catches. That means they'
would not come with unwanted
programs or' adware as part of
the installation.
Third, the programs worked and
were well liked.
Countless users have en-
dorsed these programs with their
recommendations.
Last, they had to be reasonably
easy to use. There's no point to a
program that cannot be operated.
It is important to note that
this list focuses entirely on
Internet security.
Perhaps you already have pro-
grams that serve this purpose.
But, you may also want to take ad-
ditional measures such as periodi-
cally backing up your computer or
setting a password upon logging
in. With that said, you can find
all of the following programs
by searching their name at your fa-
verite search engine.
Could
computer when you surf the in-
ternet. They increase the num-
ber of pop-up ads you experi-
ence .. They can also invade your
privacy by tracking your surf-
ing data and sending it back to a
marketing firm.
Lock up your finances and protect yourself with free software, available for download.
PHOTO COURTESY OF UNFCU
ternet connection that is on all the
time. ZoneAlarm lets users decide
which computer applications get
access to the Internet.
It also blocks Internet traffic
from coming to your computer
that is risky.
When first' installed, it pops
up with warnings that notify you
ty for those who do not already
have firewalls installed
Ad-AwareSE
Personal Edition 1.06
Adware and spyware are com-
mon sources of anxiety these days.
They are the nasty programs that
like to install themselves on your
trying such meditative techniques
as slow walking and focusing in on
breathing, and they complete proj-
ects examining various aspects of
solitude.
Seattle University, with its Jesuit
underpinnings, offers a range. of
liberal-arts courses that attempt to
mesh academics with spirituality
and well-being. .
Before attempting Adelman's me-
dia diet, students kept a log of their
consumption.
On a typical Thursday, junior
scaled back when the students pro- Blaire Babcock, 21, found she
tested. . checked her e-mail five different
But even four days was too much times, turned on the TV three times,
- each of the students cheated, some checked her phone messages twice,
more than others. browsed Pacebook.com once, and
Which perhaps proves professor once listened to her radio while jog- .
Mara Adelman's point: The art of ging.
alone time is increasingly lost in our "After reviewing my media log I
hectic, frazzled, wired lives. noticed that I compulsively check
.Adelman believes her new upper- my e-mail and phone· messages for
level course "Restorative Solitude" is a fear that I will miss something. I
unique. found that I become anxious before
Itexplores the importance of quiet I check my e-mail," she wrote in a
timeforc1arity, creativity and spiri- course paper. "I turn on the TV as
tuality, and touches on techniques soon as Iam up ot return home. I en-
ranging from long~distanee running'. jorthe background noise but I rarely
to meditation.Italsoexplorestbe give itmyfuUattention. I'm often
darker-side of solitude: lonelineSs mwtitasldrig" .
lUld~so!ation. "': ..' .'The'diet came as a reveIationto
.Students spend tltnein each class -: BBbC6ckarid the other stude11u.
Cell phone and web surfing were themes in a 96 hour
"media deprivation" experiment
BY NICK PERRY
TheSeattle Times
St:ATTLE - Four days unplugged?
LOL ... RU crazy?
It's tough. tuning out in today's
world. Just ask a dozen communica-
tions students at Seattle University
who recently attempted a 96-hour
"media deprivation" experiment:
No listening to iPods or car radios.
No checking e-mail. No chatting
on cell phones. No surfing Web sites
such as MySpace.com or Facebook. .
COrrL .
No watching "Desperate
Housewives" or "The Daily Show
WithJonStewart,ir . .'. .. ..•.'.......T1ul. experiment originally was
:~UpposedJo ,Iasta,~k, bl1tJtwas
"The silence was deafening," said
junior Cheryl Lee, 20. "You have to
get comfortable with just listening to
yourself and your thoughts because
there's nothing to keep you distract-
ed:
Lee and the other students said
they felt better able to concentrate
and discovered they had more free
time to spend reading and doing
homework.
Lee also found one unexpected
benefit. Because her CD player didn't
start blasting the moment she turned
the key in her 2005 Toyota Corolla,
for the first time she noticed an un-
usual rattling noise in the engine:
"like there's marbles inside a box and
someone's shaking the box:
She is planning to consult a me-
chanic.
Lee said her undoing came with
her cell phone, which she switched
to vibrate and mostly left at home, .
but which she couldn't face turning
off altogether.
"There's some things that need to
~till be communicated via the cell
phone," she said. have ratcheted up the pace of their
~ectleMdrews,aguestlectur. alreadycrazy-busyUves, ,
.e.r...· ·an.dauth.Or of the ..book "Slow.is "I't's"a biz " .' t' Ii' "" . ." . arre:way.· ove,
BeautJiul," ·.tc>ld.the class retently Andrews, said. ,"It' just. doesn't
thaUtseems.people across the U.S.·\ ....or~~; ,,~..,.. . ,,",~-.:
A periodic scan by Ad-Aware
finds and removes these annoy-
ances that can accumulate.
Ad-Aware requires occasional
updates to ensure it recognizes
the latest threats.
If you don't have a program
that removes adware or spy-
ware, you will likely be surprised
AVGAnti-Virus
Free Editidll 7.5
Viruses can wreck havoc on a
computer. They can delete, al-
ter, or steal information that is on
your computer.
They can also make your com-
puter unusable.
A periodic scan by.an anti-vi-
rus program can find and remove
any viruses that may be hiding on
your computer.
While there are many anti-virus
programs that require payment,
AVG Anti-Virus manages to do a
good job for free.
Like with Ad-aware, period-
ic updates are vital. It's impor-
tant to note that having multiple
anti-virus programs installed can
create conflicts.
Mozilla Plrefox 2.0.0.2 and
McAfee SiteAdvisor
These are actually two separate
downloads that work together.
Mozilla is an internet browser.
It is the program that allows you
to surf on the internet.
Firefox automatically blocks
most of the pop-up ads that try to
appear. It also has easy to use pri-
vacy controls to keep your infor-
mation private.
It tends to have less security
flaws than Microsoft's popular
Internet Explorer.
The added security of McAfee
SiteAdvisor works with Firefox to
warn you of potentially dangerous
sites. SiteAdvisor displays a color
coded icon in your browser that is
green, yellow, or red.
This color depends on pop-
ups, potential spam, and possible
phishing sites.
These informative col-
or codes are also listed next
to the search results of Google
and Yahoo.
" After reviewing
mymedia log I noticed
that I compulsively
check my e-mail and
phone messages for a
fear that I will miss
something. I found
that I become anxious
before I check my
e-mail. I turn on the
TV as soon as I am up
or return home. I enjoy
the background noise
but I rarely give it my
full attention. I'm
often multitasking. , ,
- B1alreBabcock,
Seattle Unlversity}unlor
.... ..';
Co,"._ ,.-,-.
".,.;
Theway we seek •..
Local group does more
for a community college
than Idaho legislatures
What do you do when your local
government ignores your concerns
and refuses to acknowledge the
need for a community college?
Well, if you're as motivated as
Community College YES mem-
bers, you collect nearly 3,000 sig-
natures to force the issue. The
local . group delivered almost
three times the amount of needed
signatures to the Canyon County
Courthouse last Wednesday to spur
a ballot measure regarding the
formation of a community college
district in southwest Idaho.
This clearly shows the residents
of Idaho recognize whatlocal law-
makers don't - a desperate need for
a community college.
For Boise State University
to ever truly reach President
Kustra's vision as a
"major metropolitan research
university of distinction," a local
community college must be formed
sooner, not later. The uni-
versity already has the
space available with BSUWest, the
name (College of Western Idaho)
and, as this petition shows, the
community support.
With local government officials
unable to even get their acts together
longenough tolowertherequiredvote
needed (66 percent) to 60 percent,
somebody had to step up and spear-
head a renewed effort.
This local group of residents did
just that. Because of the ef-
forts of Community College
YES, students not ready or want-
ing to go on to a four-year
institution may have some educa-
tional opportunities for them locally
someday soon.
HighschoclstudentswithlowGPAs
may have a chance to attend school
and get the kind of indi-
vidual attention a four-
year college won't be able to
provide them. Students who did not
or could not finish high school may
have another convenient place to go
for GED courses. And the chance
for new jobs to be created in the
Treasure Valley because of a com-
munity college is still alive.
A community college may still
be a long way off, but at least it
has a fighting chance once again
because of the efforts of Community
College YES.
The way we see it is based on the majority opin-
ions of The Arbiter editorial board. Members of the
board areDrew Mayes, editor-in-chief; TroySawyer,
business manager; Heather English, production
manager; Dustin Lapray, managing editor; Barry
Franklin, opinion editor; Harsh Mantri, online edi-
tor;and Sheree Whiteley, lead copy editor.
y
shouldnow
Do no!,~.~_~g~kl,9nto nativism
compassion for their fellow human be-
ings, their hatred of the poor no matter
where they come from.
Senator McGee presents a money is-
sue in the guise of a moral Issue when he
speaks of "illegal aliens," in effect, steal-
ing benefits from the state ofldaho.
Since when has It been fashionable to
discuss needed medical assistance from
a purely monetary point ofview?
This guy has no moral leg to stand on,
he would pit the poor taxpayers of south-
ern Idaho against poor Mexican immi-
grants, this is an outrage.
Senator McGee then cites a "Center
for Immigration" report, that states,
"California, which shares the problem on
amuch larger scale ..."
The CISis a group identified as nativist
by pro immigration groups, this group
has consistently vilified immigrants of
Mexican ancestry since it's inception
some 20 years ago.
This is .not the first time people from
Mexico have been subject to attack in
this country.
No other immigrant group in the past
150 years has endured the same level of
discrimination in this country.
To be sure all non-white immigrants
in this state, Mexicans included, are ac-
corded inferior status, this facilitates
their use as menial throwaway type la-
bor.
To be sure there are Idaho bosses that
take good care of "their" Mexican work-
ers even escorting them to the airport as
they depart for home wishing them well
and please do come back when we need
you next year.
I'll bet these are the same bosses that
would object to paying tax monies to cov-
er medical and social services needed by
these workers arid their families should
they choose to stay in Idaho.
Because the
natives suffer
BY CLAUDIO BEAGARIE
Opinion Writer
Senator John McGee of Caldwellshould know better, with his con-nection to the Idaho HlspantcCommission versus his stand on
medical benefits for the undocumented.
His assumption that these "non tax-
paying" undocumented workers (read
Hispanic), should not be allowed to take
advantage of "routine health care servic-
es" paid for by "our" taxpayers flies in the
face ofhuman rights and simple logic. So
whose side is this guy on?
Can Senator McGee prove that a work-
er who pays rent to a taxpaying landlord
and whose boss also pays taxes is not he
or herself a de facto taxpayer?
Is Senator McGee simply blind to these
_ realities? Or does he have another axe to
grind?
Call it guilt by association or call it
Idaho provincialism.
By any yardstick Senator McGee of
Caldwell exhibits all the qualities ofa na-
tivist.
Nativism is a philosophy that assumes
the natural rights and goodness of the
dominant social group in a given country
versus the "undesirability" ofnewcomers
and in this case something worse if they
come from Mexico.
This is a thinly disguised racist attack
against Mexican immigrants whose only
crime is their poverty.
To use the sanctity of the "law" to pro-
mote hatred' against these people is un-
conscionable but the Achilles heel of
people like Senator McGee and other
BY SHANNON MORGAN
Opinion Writer
I once heard someone say that his-
tory Is written by the winners.
It occurred to me that if that state-
ment is true it's important for us to
define what it is we are fighting for in
these very uncertain times.
I'm not only referring to the war in
Iraq.
Make no mistake, the battle we are
fighting goes beyond improvised explo-
sive devices and armored Humvees.
We're fighting to define ourselves as
a country: who we are, what we stand
for and where we are going.
We live in a perpetual state of or-
PINI
PHOTO COURTESY lOSOS.STATE.lO.US ELECT BLUEBOOK
Senator John McGee assumes that undocumented work-
ers should not be able to take advantage of routine health
care benefits.
" As soon as we slap a label on something we giveourselves permission to shut down and disengage
from the debate. 'Oh she's just a fire-breathing
feminist Liberal. I don't have to listen to her.'
or 'He's just a hate-mongering Hitler youth
Conservative. I don't have to listen to him.'
"
ange, of heightened security, of build-
ing walls on our boarders and of profil-
ing for terrorists; everyone is suspect,
no one is safe and no one is innocent.
Because it's gotten to this point Ifeel
it's time for each of us to really educate
ourselves about our leaders, our gov-
ernment, our allies, our enemies and
each other.
I regret that it's only been in the last
year or so that I've been on a quest to
seek these answers out for myself and I
find that I'm not alone.
When you stop and ask yourself a few
simple questions, it starts to become
clear just how much you don't know or
are misinformed about.
Now, more than ever, it's been af-
firmed to me that we need to reject the
propaganda machine that tells us what
to think, how to act and how to vote.
Weneed to break pastthe stereotypes
and misinformation that keeps us feel-
ing so separate and isolated from other
people who inhabit our country.
Even more importantly, we
need to look past our fear. To
submit to our fear is to submit
to control. Real freedom and progress
can only be wonthrough our contin-
ued education and commitment to
each other.
I often wonder If people truly want
progress and positive change, or if they
just want to cement their- superiority
over the other party.
This is something I see on all sides of
the arguments we see played out in the
media and in this very newspaper.
When I first came up with the concept
of my podcast show "On the Flipside"
my mission was to present both sides
of an issue in an effort to find under-
standing.
I found this hard to do because par-
ties from both sides of the issue didn't
really want to talk about it in such an
open forum.
I don't understand that.
Is it because it's harder to insult
sorneone's character when they are sit-
ting right across from you and every-
one can hear it?
Character attacks are now so com-
mon I can almost predict the kinds of
comments on the articles I write that
are published on The Arbiter website
and the names they will call me.
As soon as we slap a label on some-
thing we give ourselves permission
to shut down and disengage from the
debate. "Oh she's just a fire-breathing
feminist Liberal. I don't have to listen
to her." or "He's just a hate-mongering
Hitler youth Conservative. I don't have
to listen to him."
For the record, I'm listening and I
give a damn. So if anyone wants to en-:
gage in this "intellectual dialog" sign
me up, I'd be happy to participate.
We all need to step into the role of be-
ing the winners that write history.
It's time we grow up and learn to lis-
ten and respect for each other, even
when we don't agree.
Guest opinions of no more than 500 words
may be submitted for publication on any
topic. Letters to the editor must not exceed
300 words and must include the writer's full
name, city, state and major (if applicable).
All submissions are subject to editing. Both
guest opinions and letters to the editor may
be sent via e-mail to letters@arbiteronline.
com. The Arbiter cannot verify the accu-
racy of statements made in letters to the
editor; they reflect the opinion of the writ-
ers.Opinions expressed by guest and staff
columnists reflect the diversity of opinion
in the academic community and often will
be controversial, but they do not represent
the institutional opinion of The Arbiter or
any organization the author may beaffili-
ated with unless it is labeled as such.
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Fearless-
or somewhat close
Eva Mendes was recently
awarded the Fun Fearless
Female of the Year award by
"Cosmopolitan" magazine.
Before one of my roommates
purchased the magazine and put
it on our coffee table, I'd never
even heard of such an award (I'm
a "Vogue" girl). But one day, while
curled up on the couch cursing
my lack of cable television, I hap-
pened to glance down and catch a
glimpse ofthe cover.
What a cool award. It's almost
like winning "bad ass of the-year,"
Maybe that's because I value
fearlessness so much.
Growing up, I was a very shy,
socially-challenged child. I had
(and still have) a very quiet voice,
and back then I was quite tim-
id and devoid of any outgoing
characteristics.
I grew out of my fearless
stage slowly, and I also began to
recognize the fears that other
people have.
I had a friend in high school who
was deathly afraid of spiders, as so,
many people are.
It was odd, though. He was a big,
tall guy - the kind that you would
picture as a super-spider-squash-
er.
One day he journeyed into the
bathroom and screamed like a lit-
tle girl.
When he came back to the
living room and I went to investi-
gate, I found the smallest spider
I've ever seen hiding in the far
'corner of the bathroom.
r,o"AfJerthrowing him a "seriously?
This is it?" look and picking the
spider up with a piece of toilet pa-
per, I realized that perhaps no one
is truly fearless.
The realm of fashion contains
the fears of many.
I've come to adore innova-
tive and off-the-wall ensembles,
and have often heard the phrase
"well, you could pull it off. I know I
couldn't" all too many times when
shopping with friends.
Labels, cuts, colors, fabrics
- there is a whole host of things
in the area of attire that people
fear.
I still remember my first day at
Boise State.
My initial thought wasn't "wow,
how am I going to trek across cam-
pus in five minutes?" "Where is the
Math/Geosciences Building?"Or
"Why did I even bother to buy this
general parking permit?" Upon
first glance at the campus and
people on it, the thought that went
through my head was, "Is there
some kind of tennis shoe/sweat-
shirt dress code that no one both-
ered to tell me about?"
That thought hasn't changed.
And I've noticed that it applies
not only at BSU, but just about
everywhere in this fine city.
So many people are afraid to
venture outside the typical-appar-
el box and try something new.
Tuesday I decided to make use of
my leg warmers from ballet class
three years ago and, yes, I did stand
in front of the mirror and contern-
'plate whether or not I'd get weird
looks while walking to class, but
ultimately I decided "who cares?
I thought they were fun, .and so I
gave them a shot.
It's not a big fear to conquer,
but starting with something like
what you step outside your front
door In may be the first of many
steps to conquering bigger fears.
I still don't believe that it's possible
to be completely fearless - but I do
think that it's possible to get close.
What fun Is the world without
taking risks?
Wear something that you're not
entirely sure about .. Break away
from the norm. What scares you.
now could end up being something
that you enjoy. Who doesn't enjoy
turninga!ew heads- wearsome-
thing ou!.ofthe ordinaiyarid Dlake
it look good. Flaunt it,An.d why
you;~ atit;ldlliHewsl?l~l'lV .
;~WMakeSayThinki .'
'You, You're a History in Rust'
,'.'Tota!ly .cohesive track-to-track, "You, You're a History
in Rust," ebbs and flows with calm and forceful strains,
alternately realized. This "contrast speaks .to the band's
propensity to record in backwoods cabins and barns, drawing
Influence from nature's power to be both docile and wild.
The album's opener, "Bound to Be That Way," lulls the lis-
tener hi with miniscule saxoplione and clarinet drawls; faint
plano tones and guitar notes that sound like massiv~ ,harps
before DMST crash Into the band's central focus - the guitar,
bass and drums. The rest ofthe track builds up luxurlantmelo-
dies that explore the song's rhythmic theme while the disjoint-
ed drum beat continually clicks and hisses on.,~··~,';·.
. The song eventually breaks Itself d()WIi;p~l¥
to build backup again, with a return ofthe ~PtnS .
andby-nowfamlllardrurnbeat, Bytheendofthe
track, the guitar swells approach like lyphgons
- you can see them coming from a distan~e,~ut·
by the time they've. hit, they're powerful and
totally immersive. Ending the track With
a crash, DMST waste no time by segueing
mysteriously Into the mellowed out, vaguely
folkish "AWith Living." .
This straight-ahead ballad is at a COlU-
plete contrast ro the songs that bookend it, particularly
the album's single, "The Universe!" a rowdy rocker that
never slows down or finds dynamic middle ground. The
guitars are distortion and reverb heavy and in the end just
plain loud. The drums pound on, and the horn blasts in the
last chorus are reminiscent of more than one or two Broken
Social Scene refrains.
The entire album continues in this up-and-down post-rock
(0 nee-folk contrast without everlosing the listener's attention
- it's certainly manic, but what isn't these days?
Apostle of Hustle - -
" 'National Anthem of Nowhere'
Relying more heavilyon vocals and guitar licks than lush in-
strumentals, Apostle of Hustle's new effort recoils from itself
track-to-track, exploring myriad genres with little forgiveness
orits varied form: from the clear-cut Indie-rock of "Cheap Like',
Sebastian," with its boupcy bass line arid female backups, to
the sweltering Latin vibethat "Rafagal" sets (Whiteman even
i pulls an Aguilera here, singing ip Spanish). '. . .
( ..' .. /Natiollal Anthem ofNowhe~e,nisa perfect title for an album
. that spans an entire book of vaguely ethnic styles. Considering
Whiteman's work in Broken Social Scene, the lead guitar is
. expectantly superb throughout, cultivating a ihythmic varia- ,
: .•.•'Jlo~()ften avolded in music that gt,'otinds itselfin conventional
i:pop:structures, ..~uckily,J~e percussion is straightforward and "j'
_: '1iL:;coniliiandlnl{,\~epi . . eye on the h1d.ie.,"PO . '.' ';.'
- . ,I, r:m111e f thenew:·~;'it~.",·..,·,·.. "
, . The stands out W1th,abustl'ltig'a'
constant pulsing melody thatfi.!lfills its poten.-\
:Ual.withhorns blaring near the: ep.d, sounding;;
.'dddly likriihe last lines of Broke,nSochiI Scene's,
"7/4 Shoreline" (this is not a complaint); .
.' The sClng is arresting, triumphant and
yet with a.melancholic air that' is' shaped by
.the hea\1Y lyrics; Whiteman's vocals prevail
, throughout the album, at tlmes masked by a
.. '.';,;" ,:post-production distortion that seems a bit un-
neceS$ary forWs velvety crooning. Regardless, the album is.
fun~y,ro,cking, and completely enjoyable.
African Night dances and dines
imal skins and playing a traditional
African composition. They were all
proud to represent their legacy.
From food to fashion, drums
to folktales, the African Night
was an excellent display of
African culture.
Upon first entering this event I
felt an incredibly warm and accept-
ing atmosphere, "Have you tried
the food?" "Try our food will you?
Its absolutely perfect." "I hope you
will enjoy the show."
The speaker handling the an-
nouncements was aptly waiting for
everyone to be seated and to have a
plate of African cuisine in front of
in The Jordan Ballroom at Boise
State's Student Union Building.
From Uganda, Kenya, Zimbabwe
or perhaps from Mali, all of these
answers and more where respons-
es to the most commonly asked
question of the night, far more
intriguing than my response of
being a native from Idaho.
People from more than fifty
tribes were present at this cultural
. event, all gracefully and elegantly
representing their culture's heri-
tage, background and ways of life.
The drum performers alone con-
sisted of musicians from more than
six tribes, the drums made from an-
them and the food was very enjoy-
able.
The entertainment itself con-
sisted of several arranged and cho-
reographed performances of drum-
ming, cultural dance, a depiction of
a warrior's fight to prove himself
as-a man, and a folktale by Vincent
Muli Kituku.
An event such as this allows peo-
ple from all over Africa to not only
display their love for their culture,
but to further enrich their under-
standing and perception of their
civilization and ways oflife.
·Very Enriching!" Ph.D. Vincent
Muli Kituku said. "Boise State has
been amazing and very supportive'
for events such as this."
The Black Student Alliance has
been holding this event as well as
other events, since 1999. An occa-
sion such as this not only displays
African heritage, but further dis-
plays and enriches Boise's culture
as a whole.
i will again put further
emphasis and applause to the
wonderful display of African cul-
ture, and will recommend this
event, as well as the other events
hosted by The Black Student
Alliance to any who wish to
participate in cultural discoveries.
BY MATT LA RUE
Culture Writer
The Mandika people, descen-
dants from the Mali Empire, have a
proverb that states, "a bird is in the
air but its mind is on the ground."
This proverb translates into the
concept that whatever you are,
wherever you are from, it is impor-
tant to remember where you came
from and what is important.
"Where are you from?"
This was the most common-
ly asked question at the annual
African Night, arranged Bythe Black
Student Alliance, held last Saturday
Balkan dancers highlight festival
MATTHEW BOYLE
Culture Writer
Peninsula that have noticeably
different forms of dance include
Bosnia and Herzegovina, Turkey,
Croatia, Bulgaria, Greece, and
many more.
The upcoming dance festival
will portray primarily Bosnian and
Herzegovinian dance. along with
some Thrkish and Middle Eastern
dance as well.
KoloandSevdaharebothBosnian
folk dance groups, from Salt Lake
City and Seattle, respectively.
Barish is a Thrkish dance group
. and Nejwah is a Middle-Eastern
belly dance group, both from
Idaho. Young Blossom is the
Bosnian folk' dance group' from.
Boise that is hosting the festival.
Young Bloss~ms' ultimate goal.is
to ralse money to travel to Bosnia
aIidHertegovlnifover the. summer
tpperforrit its dances.
group from Seattle and another
group from Salt Lake City will
be performing at the non-profit,
fund raising event.
The other three performing
dance groups are from Idaho.
There are three major types of
dance thatthe dancerswill perform
at the festival, namely, Bosnian folk
dance, Middle Eastern belly dance
and Thrkish-style dance.
Each style of dancing signifies
each region's struggle to adapt
and cooperate culturally with the
surrounding cultures, which have
historically clashed. .
The people of the Balkan region
and Middle Eastbave kept these
centuries-long' dance' traditions
alive. Each distinct· constituency
in .these areas· has a slightly
different form of dance;-
'Major areas Df,th~ 'B~lkan
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The Bosnian and Herzegovinian
Cultural Center of Idaho will
be holding its 7th Annual
Women's Day Celebration and
Bosnian Folk Dance Festival
March 10..
This extravagant festival will
take place from 7 p.m. to 1 a.m. in
the Mardi Gras Ballroom, which
is located at 615 9th street in
Downtown Boise.
Young Blossom is the non-prof-
it organization that is using this
event to raise funds for the mem-
bers ofits Cultural Center to go on
a trip to Bosnia and HerzegOVina
this sumlper to perform the danc-
es ithas learned.
Many .different. organizations
from. the Northwest .Including a
To accompimy the cultur-
a!ly rich dances, Bosnian and
Herzegovinian food will also be
prepared for those who attend the
festival.
Tickets are $20 for adults and
children under age 12 can attend
for free ..
Each woman In' attendance will
receive a carnation, symbolizing
her important .contributions to
the BosniaJ;l and Herzegovinian
Cultural Center. . ..
All oftbeproceeds .£rom'the
festival will be used :for ·YI/ung
Blossom;' trip over the summer.
Reservations .are strongly rec~
ommended because. the actual
number of patrons the Mardi Gras
Ballroom can hold Is limited.
"Tickets ate ,available· for' pur-
chase by caUing either. Beslma
Kiljdlcat (208)288-298(1 or Ramlz
. I)uratovic at (20~) 376-9166.
.. p-
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BY FRANCY MARCOTTE
Assistant Culture Editor
300
Based on Frank Miller ("Sin
City") and Lynn Varley's graphic
novel, "300· tells of the Battle of
Thermopylae, set in 460 B.C.
The King of Span a (Gerard Butler)
unites Greece against the Persians,
ultimately creating the first demo-
cratic form of government.
Dominic West also stars.
The Host .
Watch out. There's a big, scary
monster in the water.
A monstrous mutant emerges
$
, .rscomingto
•e movies
from the Han er in.South Korea,
intent on gobbling up some of the
locals.
However, they soon discover that
the creature carries a deadly virus
and the race to destroy it becomes
more urgent.
The Namesake
The son of Indian immigrants
struggles between his family's tra-
ditions and his social life in New
York City.
However, the choice proves diffi-
cult as his family remains reluctant
to give up their traditions.
"The Namesake" is based on the
novel by Ihumpa Lahiri.
Nomad
Set in eighteenth-century
Kazakhstan, "Nomad" follows a boy
who, after being rescued from as-
sassins, grows up to fulfill a 'proph-
ecy that he will unite the country's
feuding tribes against their com-
mon enemies.
Jay Hernandez ("World Trade
Center," "Friday Night Lights")
stars.
On the indie scene
Little Children
Kate Winslet, Jackie Earle Haley,
Jennifer Connelly and Patrick
Wilson headline the cast of "Little
Children."
Todd Field ("In the Bedroom") di-
rected the film about a selection of
young married people whose lives
begin to intersect on playgrounds,
in streets and other various places
in their community.
"Little Children" received
three Oscar nominations for Best
Supporting Actor (Haley), Best
Actress (Winslet) and Best Adapted
Screenplay.
'F' is for fear and failure
BY CARRIE FANNIN
Arbiter Staff
This week we will talk about fear
and failure. I have been working my
plan to manage mystress, mosttimes,
I have had a good support system. Do
I fear that I might fail? Hell yes! So
what happens if I do all of the things
that I tell you I am going to do, eat
right, exercise, practice self care, fall
off the wagon, get back on and then
fail? Will I have humiliated myself in
front of all of my fellow students by
disclosing my weight and measure-
ments and then will I fear facing my
peers? Hell yes, or hell no?
Hell no! Why not? This whole in-
tervention is to show the struggles
of a real person. Real people fail.
Real people try again and again and
again. Real people keep trying until
they succeed. And when we fail, our
"friends" support us and we keep go-
ing. Will I give up? No. I may rethink
my plan, seek out some professional
support or try harder. I found some
tips to share with you about good
and bad health behaviors. And don't
forget diets fail. Modification of life-
style is the key, do something you can
live with. Obesity is a major cause of
health problems in ournation. It is up
to us to help ourselves to a better life.
Diabetes and heart disease are not
recreational activities and please do
what you can to take care of yourself.
So bring your butt to the REC Center
Tuesday and Thursday mornings, at
9:00 a.m, and we can walk, run or
stumble around the track, trudge on
the stair climbers or treadmills and
we can watch our butts get smaller.
And don't forget, "Experience
come from your failures, not your
successes." If you always did every-
thing right, you would never learn
anything! Next week we will address
the Fight for Fitness and take a look
at our smaller counterparts in "Let's
be 'Fair'." Check for updates at www.
myspace.com/cifannin,
Putting Y~lUrhealth at risk
• drastlcfocd restrictions
• diet products side effects
• smoking
• fasting
• purging
• laxative abuse
Safe, effective weight loss
• Consult your health care provider,
• Eatbalanced meals, followdietary
guidellnes
• Cut calories moderately. Cut 500
- 1,000 calories/day = lose 1·2 lbs/
week.
• Be physically active. Burn 500
- 1,000 more calories/day = lose .1-2
lbs /week
(http://www.catwcll-bcw~ll.c()m/
CurcDieIFallurc.htm)..
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[SIDE
LINES]
Women's basketball team
wins tournament opener
The Boise State women's bas-
ketball team earned a spot in the
semifinals of the Western Athletic
Conference tournament after
defeating tournament seed No. 8
San Jose State 81-64 Wednesday
afternoon. The Broncos split with
the Spartans during the regular
season, but were able to run away
with the Wednesday's game in the
second half.
Jessica Thompson led the Broncos
offensively scoring 18 points on
7-for-16 shooting. Michelle Hessing
paced the Broncos inside with 16
points. The women have today
off and play again Friday at noon
against Fresno State.
Broncos host No.1 Florida
For the first time in school histo-
ry the Boise State University gym-
nastics team will host the nation's
top-ranked team, as the University
of Florida comes to town for a dual
meet Sunday.
The Broncosand Gators are slat-
ed to square off at 2:00 p.m, at the
Taco Bell Arena. Tickets Sunday
will be "Dollar Night" at the dual
meet. Admission to the event
will be $1 for the general public,
and student admission is free with
student !D.
The dual meet can be viewed live
on Bronco Vision for a single-meet
price of$4.95. One-month subscrip-
tions to Bronco Vision can also be
purchased for $9.95. A yearly sub-
scription to the service is $69.95.
Since 1990, Boise State has com-
peted against the Gators only once.
'The Broncos hosted Florida, Feb. 11,
2000, and were nudged by a score of
195.850-195.575.
Idaho Stampede teams
up with BSU film festival
The student-run Boise State
University Dead Eight Film and
Video Club, which hosts the annual
Boise State Film Festival, will bene-
fit from ticket sales to an upcoming
Idaho Stampede game. Dead Eight
Film Club Night with the Idaho
Stampede will be at 7 p.m. April 13
at Qwest Arena. Tickets are $10-$12
or $36-$44 for packages offour. The
tickets are offered at a steep dis-
count and a portion of each ticket
will go back to the club.
The Dead Eight Film Club will
raffle off tickets for prizes, includ-
ing two trips to the 2008 Sundance
Film Festival in January - includ-
ing ground transportation from
BoiseState, five nights at a shared
condo and three movie tickets each.
Other raffle prizes include three
producerships to TVCTV, the com-
munity access station, which will
give the winners a chance to devel-
op their own programs, as well as
Stampede tickets for next season.
Men's golf finishes
Braveheart Classic
The Boise State University men's
golf team finished 10th place in
the Braveheart Classic hosted by
UC Riverside at the Oak Valley Golf
Course at Beaumont, Calif.. The
-Broncos posted a team score of937
(+73).
Boise State continued to post
iower scores each round (320-314-
303) of the tournament, but where
unable to crack the top five in the
17-team field.
Junior Matt Hastings led the
Broncos in scoring with a 231 (+15)
to tie for 18th on the leader board.
Just like the team, Hastings contin-
ued to subtract five strokes from his
score each round before finally reg-
istering an even ,par (72) in the final
round to lead the Broncos.
Troy Merritt failed to finish in the
top 15 for just the third time in eight
tournaments this season. Merritt
dropped eight strokes from round
one to'post a 77 (+5), in the second
round and finally a 75 (+3) in the fi-
nalround of competition.
Boise State will prepare to trav-
el to Fresno, Calif.; to compete in
the Fresno State Lexus Clilssic
Mar.12~13; .
resnellwins WAC
coaching honor
Boise State women's
Basketball Coach Gordy
Presnell was named the
Western Athletic
Conference Coach of the
Year after leading the
Broncos to a 21-8
record in his second
season with the
program.
PHOTO BY STANLEY BREWSTER/THE ARBITER
BY JAKE GARCIN
Sports Editor
For coaches of any sport there isn't much bet-
ter validation for the job they are doing than being
awarded Coach of the Year by their peers. Boise State
women's basketball coach, Gordy Presnell, received
his validation last weekend. Presnell claimed both
a share of the Western Athletic Conference title and
the WACCoach of the Year award in the process.
"1think it's obviously affirmation from your peers
that you've done OK - you've done a good job,"
Presnell said. "But it's a team award. Coaches don't
make a basket. Players try to buy into a system and
they make the baskets. Without question it's a team
award and I'm just fortunate to be the one that's sit-
tinghere."
The award comes in the wake of one of the best
seasons in the history of BSU women's basketball.
The Broncos finished the year 21-8, 12-4 in WAC
play and tied with Louisiana Tech for first place in
the final conference standings. The women never
sat below a tie for first place all Season long and held
sale possession of the top spot for most of the sea-
son.
"1think you can accomplish a lot if you're unself-
ish and you don't mind the other person getting
credit," Presnell said. "I think our girls have done
that this year. They have played really unselfishly.
They have stayed in their limitations. We haven't
had too many people trying to do too much stuff.
They've been very respectful of each other's person-
alities. They're a real tight-knit group. Chemistry
goes a long way."
Presnell is finishing his second season in charge
of the women's program. He came to Boise from
Seattle Pacific University, where he had coached for
18 successful seasons. While at SPU Presnell tallied
a 396-127 record and earned 13 Coach of the Year
Awards. Eight of those honors were for Conference
Coach of the Year.
"We had pressure there [Seattle Pacific] where
there was a constant 'you're supposed to do this,"
Presnell said. "Our kids are finally getting to the
point where now people are going 'you're supposed
to win this: It's a new pressure for our kids. That
part's been fun."
Within two seasons at BSU Presnell has accumu-
lated a 36-23 record and a .638 winning percentage.
During his tenure at SPU Presnell enjoyed a win-
ning percentage of .757 and an average of 22 wins
per season. The Falcons won six conference cham-
pionships under Presnell and made Division II post-
season tournament appearances 13 times.
This season Presnell received a big load of support
from All-WAC performers Iessica Thompson and
Michelle Hessing. The duo became the first players
to be named to the WAC first or second teams since
the school joined the conference in 2001.
Thompson was named to the All-WAC First Team
after averaging 13.8 points per game including 19
games with double-digit scoring efforts. Hessing
was named to the All-WACSecond Team for her 11.6
points, 5.1 rebounds per game production this sea-
son.
Despite the consistent play of both players all
season the Broncos were in danger of failing to win
. the first WAC regular season championship under
Presnell after dropping three games on the road in
.a two-week span. The women managed to hold off
Fresno State and Hawaii at home, however, secur-
ing the program's first WACchampionship.
"I think the one thing we did was we didn't have
a pity party and we didn't feel sorry for ourselves,"
Presnell said. "We could have moped around. I don't
think anyone really said much about it. We just kept
trying to win the next game. We hit a low and strug-
gled but when the kids came back we were ready to
go. They were accepted in open arms, won the last
two games and got to cut down the nets."
,.,
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BSU welcomes tennis extravaganza
BY KYE JOHNSON
Assistant Sports Editor
weekend and help the Broncos
roll into the heart. of their regular
season schedule. .......
"It's the best entertainment for
free you will get; Patton said.
"And this team is going to con:
tend for a national title within the
next few years."
The BSU men's tennis team is off
to a tremendous start this season.
One -of the Bronco highlights
includes a huge win at Stanford
in late January.
The men also took first place
in the Mountain· Regional Team
. Indoor Championships on Jan. 27,
where they knocked off New Mexico
to advance to National Indoors.
At National Indoors the. men
lost twice to top-20 ranked
teams and defeated University of
Pennsylvania in their last match
of the tournament.
~We'reknocking on the door
and we reaIl'y want to be in the
top .16,~Patt~n sald.· ~So~'ve got
It's tennis season again and the
BSU men's tennis team is making
too much noise this spring not to
be noticed.
"We just have such an excit-
ing team," BSU Head Coach Greg
Patton said.
The BSUmen's team is scheduled
to dual against Pacific University,
University of Idaho and University
of New Mexico in three separate
events this weekend here in Boise.
"It's a celebration of tennis, but
you need to bring some big dogs
in," Patton said about this weekend.
·You wantto hear some barking and
that's what we've done. Pacific is reo
aIlygoodand New Mexico is great.
And there Is no doubt in my mind
that New Mexico looks at us as one
oflts rivals:
. Patton said he urgesBSU fans
to .take .in·a tennis. dual over the
to start winning out, because if
we're ranked in the top 16we get to
host NCAAs here."
The men have been anchored
this' spring by the strong play of
Luke and Clancy Shields of Grand
Junction, Colo.
Luke has spent the entire spring
in the top 20 national rankings and
Clancy has been sitting around
the top 50 for most of the spring as
weIl.
"I've got two of the best players
in the country and they turn out to
be brothers, so thank God for their
mom and dad," Patton said; "Luke
is ranked No.7 in the nation with
a 21-6 record and Clancy has been
playing injured all year but his re-
cord is stiIl 17-9."
Butthose two aren't the only
players on the team contributing.
As a topC20 ranked team in the
country Patton said he. reels very'
'. good about his squad's versatility
tbrOllghout his lineuP. But he said
he feels that one player in particu- bit more aggressive, pull-the-trig-
lar is reaIly making a splash. ger type of game.
"The guywho is really turning the But playing at home in general is
. corner is Steve Robertson; Patton such an advantage, because on the
said. "I caIl him Stevie Wonder be- road you don't get a break from the
cause he's a firebaIl, he is talented officials or from the crowd."
and he has greatness written all This weekend will be an inter-
over him. He's just a sophomore .esting one for tennis fans, because
playing five and six for us, but the both the men and women's teams
guy is like a sure point for us. He's. will be playing at home.
7-lin dual matches," The men play on Friday and
For the most part the Broncos Saturday in three different duals
have been on the road all spring. and the women wiIl host the Boise
The teani has. been on trips to State Invitational Friday through
California and Virginia and have Sunday.' ,
only competed in Boise twice, not ·1 love being scary. I like being
including the Indoor Regional. loved, but I love to be scary. And ev-
Patton is excited about having a ery team we play knows that we're a
nice home stand because he said he scary team. .
feels his players need that extra ad- We compete and we'r,e young,
vantage against goi>dcompetitors we have no seniors. We're tal-'
thissprilig. . ented,we're enthusi~id and
'. "The biggest advantage for us is . we have energy. If you want to see
thecrowd, and. the second is the energy, you come out and watch
court surface. Our courts are allttleBolse State t~DnIS•because 'these
bitra~ter and our gUY!! piayllllttle .. gi.iys arenD fire;·' . !'
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BSU faces Fresno State
in grudge match
BY JAKE GARCIN
Sports Editor
,.'
,r
Boise State University's ath-
letic battle with Fresno State has
become one of the most
prominent rivalries in the
Western Athletic Conference.
The fight for bragging rights
might get a Iittfe more - heated
after the men's basketball teams
from BSU and FSU meet in Las
Cruces, N.M. Thursday for the
opening round of the 2007
WAC tournament.
The two' teains split during
the regular season and faced off
most recently last Thursday,
March 1, in Fresno, Calif.
The Bulldogs prevailed in
that meeting 78-77, which
propelled them into posi-
tion for the No. 3 seed in the
final WAC standings.
The loss dropped BSU out of
contention for the No.3 seed and
after a loss at Hawaii the Broncos
found themselves entering the
tournament as the No.6 seed.
Ironically, the two final losses
of the season brought BSU back
around to Fresno for a third and
final match-up this season.
"I don't think it matters who we
play and I don't think it matters
who they play," BSU Head Coach
Greg Graham said about playing
Fresno again so soon. "You just
want to make sure you're playing
well. They've been playing well
and we've been playing welt It's
a quick turn around, but it's the
same for both of us, so I don't think
it's an advantage or a disadvantage
for either team."
The Broncos hosted Fresno back
on Jan. 25 in the first match-up be-
tween the two teams this season.
BSU won the game 65-61 behind a
2I-point effort from senior guard
CobyKarl.
Matt Nelson paced the Broncos
on the boards in game one with back on the winning path,
II. ' "They shoot a lot more long balls
Nelson showed his ability to than us," Graham said. "They re-
dominate against Fresno in game ally put it up and we go inside
two, scoring a team-high 21 points on them. Things aren't going to
and pulling down IS boards in the . change 'much. We've got to guard
78-77 BSH loss. the ball better and they'll do a bet-
Coach Graham said the BSU big ter job on the post."
men wiII be crucial in Thursday's BSU will also look to do a better
game plan if the Broncos are to get job shutting down Bulldog guard
Quinton Hosley, who led three
Fresno players who averaged dou-
ble figure points against BSU.
Hosley scored 20 points per
game and grabbed 8.5 rebounds.
Dominic McGuire put up 14.5
points per game, and Kevin Bell
scored 13.5 points per game
against BSU this season.
"We'll make our adjustments but
' ..- ,",,'''( ..
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The Boise State men's basketball team opens WAC
tournament play against Fresno' State tonight.
" We'll
make our
adjustments
but it should
be another
close game.
We both like
to get up and
down and
push the
basketball. "
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- Greg Graham,
Boise State men's basketball
head coach
it should be another close game,"
Graham said. "We both like to get
up and down and push the basket-
ball. I think the keys will be - as
in most tournament games - free
throws and turnovers."
The Broncos are just 3-11
this season on the road, despite
finishing with a 13-2 record in
Taco Bell Arena.
If history dictates anything, the
Broncos will have to start hot and
put points on the board to be sue-
cessfulin the tournament.
BSU is 14-4 this season when
leading at halftime and is just 2-
8 when trailing at the break. The
Broncos are also 8-3 when they
score over 80 points.
They are 3-5 when scoring
less than 70 points. The Broncos
failed to hit 80 points in either of
their two games against Fresno
this season. •
We feel good about where we are
and what we're doing," Graham
said. "Our guys are ready to show
that they can win some games."
Tip-off is scheduled for 6 p.m.
Thursday. The winner of the
BSU and FSU game will face the
winner of No. 7 Louisiana Tech
and No. 2 New Mexico State at
8:30 p.m, Friday.
BOISE STATE UNIVERSITY
DISTINGUISHED-
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B'SU men's basketball earns fiveWAC awards
BY TATE CASTLETON
Sports Writer
(l4.B points per game) he has played
a pivotal role as a leader on and
off the court.
"All my numbers are down from
last year, but 1think I've been better
because of the people around me,"
Karl said. "The guys are great and
we work hard to do the best we can."
Four other Broncos were given
WAChonors as well this week.
Senior guard Eric Lane earned a
spot on the WAC all-defensive team.
Lane averaged nearly 10 points and
2.2 rebounds per game this season
and was often given the most diffi-
cult assignments on defense.
"It's definitely an honor to be
recognized in any category in the
WAC," Lane said. "To be recognized
as a good defender is special because
it's something I've definitely taken
pride in while I've been here."
Lane is the first Bronco to be
placed on the all-defensive team
since Boise State's Jason Ellis
was honored in both the 2004 and
2005 seasons.
Freshman guard Anthony Thomas
was named WAC Freshman of the
Year after averaging five points and
1.6 rebounds per game this season.
Thomas previously madeheadlines
when he was named WAC Player of
the Week in February for his perfor-
mance against University of Albany
in the Broncos Bracket Buster game.
Thomas is the first BSU freshman
to win Freshman of the Year honors
in over a decade.
Gerry Washington claimed the
honor in the Big Sky Conference in
1996. ..
"I just tried to go out and playmy
best every night," Anthony said. "it's
a great feeling to be recognized by
the WAC and it's a nice thing to build
on for next season."
Junior forwards Matt Nelson and
Reggie Larry were both named to
the WAC all-newcomer team.
Nelson led the Broncos in re-
bounding (9.1 per game) and to-
gether with Reggie Larry to form a
dynamic tandem inside. Both play-
ers averaged nearly 14 points per
game this season as well.
"It always feels good when you
are given credit for playing your
hardest," Nelson said. "With these
awards we know we're a good team
and that we can compete with any-
one in the WAC when we play our
best basketball."
Being an impact player was im-
portant to Matt Nelson. He led the
team in field goal percentage this
season making 58.7 percent of his
shots. Reggie Larry excelled in'
Boise State men's basketball se-
nior guard Coby Karl came to BSU as
a walk-on four years ago. Thursday
night Karl will lead his team into
the Western Athletic Conference'
tournament having been named
to this season's first-team All-WAC
squad in his final year.
"It's a great honor to be
recognized," Karl said.
"I think this recognition is more an
indication of what kind of team we
are as a whole and shows how far
we've come 'as a group."
The first-team honor is Karl's first
and is remarkably only the second
such honor bestowed upon a Bronco
since joining the WAC. For Karl,
though, it's more than just an award.
It's an indication of just how far he's
come individually.
"I came in as a bright-eyed 19-year
old and will leave a better person,"
Karl said. "I've changed a lot men-
tally and physically and I've learned
so much along the way."
Karl was named second-team
AlI.WAC as a junior when he aver-
aged just over 18 points per game
in 2005. Although Karl's numbers
have slightly declined this season
league play, averaging 15.1 points
and 8.8 rebounds per game.
Nelson and Larry are the first
Broncos to be named to the
wAc All-Newcomer Team since
Aaron Haynes was selected to the
team in 2003. .
I.
Ii
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A group of former Boise State
football players entertained
.NFL scouts Monday at BSU's
NFL Pro Day. The day provid-
ed all the former BSU players
who are pursuing a career in
the NFL the chance to show-
case their athletic talent.
" It's like a
job interview.
There a bunch
of guys looking
at you making
sure you're -
running fast and
doing well. "
- Jarard Rabb,
Former BSU wide receiver
Hall, Quinton Jones, Andrew
Browning, Brad Lau and Colt
Brooks.
"It's fun and it says a lot about
the program and how success-
ful we've been," Schou man said
about the large number of BSU
'players working out for pro scouts
this year.
Thc 'NFL draft is sched-
ubi for May 18-20 in New
York City, N.Y. Pro Day will be
the final chance players will
have to work out in front
of - a large group of scouts
prior to draft day.
"It's always been a goal of mine,
but I never really thought about
it - even after this season was
over," Schouman said about en-
tering the NFL draft. "That's kind
of when it sank in that this could
be a reality."
Pro Day Events:
Individual Bests
40-meter dash
James- 4.40 seconds
Jones- 4.41 seconds
Raab- 4.61 seconds
Hall- 4.73 sec.onds
Brooks- 4.75 seconds
Lau- 4.83 seconds
Browning- 5.06 seconds
Short shuttle sprint:
Alexander- 4.12 seconds
Brooks- 4.15 seconds
Naanee- 4.20 seconds
Hall- 4.22 seconds
Lau- 4.28 seconds
James-·4.33 seconds
Browning- 4.49 seconds
Cone drill:
Alexander- 6.97 seconds
James- 7.05 seconds
Naanee- 6.73 seconds
Raab- 6.73 seconds
Brooks- 6.78 seconds
Hall- 6.80 seconds
t.au- 7.17 seconds
Browning- 7.65 seconds
Bench Press:
Browning- 23 reps
Lau- 18 reps
Brooks- 13 reps
Jones- 9 reps
Long jump:
Jones- 10-foot-8 leap
Naanee- 9-foot-10 leap
Hall- 9-foot-9 leap
Lau- 9-foot-2 leap
Browning- 8-foot-ll leap
Vertical leap:
Raab- 36-inch leap
Lau- 30-inch leap
Hall- 31-inch leap
. Jones- 35-inch leap
Browning- 29-inch leap
Brooks- 29-inch leap
February 24 - March II
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BSUhosts NFL scouts for Pro Day
BY JAKE GARCIN AND
KYEJOHNSON
Arbiter Staff
Some familiar faces made their
way back to the Boise State indoor
football facilities Monday, March
5. A handful of former Broncos
worked out in front of 20 NFL
scouts for BSU's NFL Pro Day,
"It's been really exciting," former
nsu tight end Derek Schouman
said about the draft process. "To
be able to do stuff in front of NFL
scouts is fun, At the same time
it's pretty nerve racking, Overall
though it's been fun, cxciting and
dcfinitelya good experience."
The players had chances to post
times and scores in the 40·yard
dash, a short shuttle sprint, an
agility and quickness cone drill,
bench press, long jump and verti-
cal jump, Players were also mea-
sured and weighed.
"It's like a job interview," for-
mer !lSI J wide receiver Ierard Rabh
said, "There's a hunch of guys look-
ing at vou mnking sure you're run-
ning fast and doing well. You want
to do well so it pUISa little pressure
on and you get a liu le nervous."
All six players who participated
in the NI'I. Combine Feb. 21-27
.werc in attendance. Schuuman,
Rahb, Gerald Alexander, Legedu
Nanuce, Drisun lames and Jared
Zahransky all participated in both
the Comhine and Pro Day. Joining
the Combine group were Korey
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ROOMMATE
ROOMMATE
NEEDED
Female Roommate to share
NEW House in Meridian. WI D,
Cable + High Speed Internet,
Master Rooml Master Bath +
Garage! No DrugsINo Pets,
Easy FreeWay access, $500
per month, includes utilities.
208 713-9019
slrtAit:t\(OVtr
toHome
Ownership!
!'n.'q\la!ify today at
'd~i1gglf()¥J)@.com
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New Construction
First Time Home Buyers
Relocation'
Investment Properties
Jessica Hunt
Real Estate
Professional
"ww.je"icahunt.com
Cl08.412./611
F208.433.4581
jhunr@hollandrealry.info
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SAY IT
bedroom furnished. 2 blk bsu,
$75 wk. $275 mo. In advance,
331·1824.
SELLIT
HOMEI
FURNITURE
-plies, expert computer repairs,
Internet service, 4524 Over-
land Road In Boise. (208) 472-
2800. FREE Wireless Router
with any new Clearwlre Wire- ,
less Internet account. FREE
technical support, call 472-
2800 Option 2 to speak to a
PC Technician.
WORK IT
WINTER/SPRING POSI-
TIONSI Earn up to $150 per
day. Exp. not Required. Un-
dercover Shoppers Needed To
Judge Retail & Dining Estab-
lishments. 800-722-4791
Organization of
Student Social
Workers Annual
Silent Auction
Where:
Education Bldg.
7th Floor
Social Work Dept.
When:
3/12 - 3/20
Auction Items:
·8 Hours of 'free" labor
·2 • 45 min. guttar lessons
'Gift Baskets
·Old Id. Statesman
Newspapers
'Custom hand
casting jewelry
I SUMMER WORK
NANNY NEEDED I am
looking for a person to'care for
my t t-year-old daughter and
9-year-old son this summer Oil
weekdays and other times as
needed. They are very active,
bright children who will need
transportation to and from ac-
tivities. Must have own trans-
portation. Pay is negotiable.
2 8 - 7
MODElS.
-
Crossword .
ACROSS
1 Bulk
5 "A Streetcar
Named Desire"
character
11 Remote
14 Empowered
15 Made neat
16 Fuss
17 Oelestial pulsar
19 Dine,
20 Inhuman
creatures
21 Crumb carrier
22 Formal leiter
24 Lack of color
27 Shortcomings
28 Commercial
pieces
29 Part of an eye
31 Really small
34 Fast-food option
35 Easy task
38 Annapolis leiters
39 !;:xcoriate
42 Bullpen stat
43 Cry out loud
45 Rabbit relative
46 Waistcoais
48 Dwell
50 Lawn moisture
51 Personal views
53 Wheel of
fortune?
58 Drunker
60 Bellow
61 Competed
62 Eminem's music.
63 Becomes more
level
66 Small bill
67 Imposes, as
taxes
68 Catholic leader
69 Mouse surface
70 Puts up
71 Mimic
DOWN
1 Craze
2 Aids in
wrongdoing
3 Partly melted
snow
4 Immovable
5 Rocks
6 Traces of color
7 Asner and
Ames
12 13
LEATHER SOFA PLUS
LOVESEAT. Brand new in
crate with lifetime warranty.
list $2000. Sacrifice $699.t
888-1464.
BRAND NEW MICROFI·
BER COUCH & loveseat,
Stain Reslstant.t lifetime war-
ranty.t Still In boxes.r Retail
$1395. Must selll $499.t 888-
1464.
KING SIZE PILLOWTOP
MATIRESS set brand new
in bag, list $750. Must sell,
$199. Can Deliver. 921-6643.
7-PIECE CHERRY Bed-
room set. Brand-new in box.
Retail $2250, sacrifice $450.
Call 888-1464
CHERRY SLEIGH BED
solid wood. New-in-box. Value
$799, sacrifice $195. Cail888-
1464.
WORK IT
PART-TIME
BRONCOSNEED-
JOBS. COM
Paid Survey Takers Needed
In Boise. 100% FREE to Join!
Click on Surveys.
careee:· .center
.'.,,1I'i;1lI;_ ..·lZ'i
On-andolf-
campus Jobs .
and Internships
for cunni and
graduaUng
students
_.ilI:»_
Checkout ~
6~VH'lCO-' .
.. "",I 'f"IC U~ vl'l .....
bltp:llcal'tllll'.boIsestate.odu
FINANCIAL SERVICES
COMPANY Seeking self-
starting individuals with desire
to succeed. $1500/wk Inome
potential with 2-3 day work
weeki Cail Greg @ 801·864-
6140.
. BtJSY'
SCHEDULE?
We offer great
hours to work
around school
or another job.
. Evenings and
Weekends
20-40 hrsjwk
Casual work
environment.
Paid training
and benefits.
$9/hr
to start
658-4888
STUDENTS NEEDED for
Idaho's Films. 1. V., Extras,
Modeling and promotional
work. $72-$770 daily. No
school or experience required.
Call 208-433·9511
OTHER
FULL TIME: SALES
.·ASSOC~'ft c : -,
..Bo{se'slJest")fillt/tBou-;
f>:'i}~'D'::;ttqf,e .•··..-1.::
We a~' cUtrehllyeC9llptliig err'
pllcallortslor fuliariilPerl til'ne
'SalesASsoefates.fllease email
ire~ume .•..,til:. J0I3S5()22@abl1
coin; We erel'inEOE, F;rien<lly
.professIO!ll!tl;ltm~sptiere; ..,"'-. :-.\!r.,::: ';: .
2 3 4 6 7 B 9
, .
I.
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FULL SIZE ORTHOPE·
DIC MATTRESS Brand new
in package, warranty Sacrifice
$99. Call 921-6643.
BED-QUEEN PILLOW
TOP mattress set. Brand new,
stili in plastic, warranty. Retail
$599. Must sell $119. Can de-
liver. 921-6643.
QUEEN TEMPURPEDIC
style visco memory foam mat-
tress set. Brand new in plastic.
Retail $1599. Must sell $399.
855-9688
KING MATTRESS & BOX
still in factory wrapper- $295.
208-919-3080
POOL TABLE wI complete
accessory pkg. Never used.
Retail value $3500, asking
$1450. Call 208-362-7150
LEATHER SOFA SET
Brand new sofa, loveseat &
chair. In store value $2500, will
sell $1295. Call 208-362-7150
QUEEN MATTRESS +
BOX New, never used. Ask-
ing $195. ph. 208-919-3080
BEDROOM SET Cherry-
wood'slelgh· bed; 2 dressers;
2 nightstands, mirror & TV ar-
moire. Retail value $9000, will
sell $2900. Call 208-362·7150
ELECTRONICS
17
DISCOUNT COM-
PUTERSTORE
RIM Computers ill Boise
Idaho's largest Independent
PC Store, huge local stock
of hard-to-find parts and sup-
20
24
5U
62
66
69
© 2007 Tribune Media Services, Inc.
All rig hIs reserved.
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Solutions8 Dieter's
catchword
9 J'umping game
10 Dantley of the
NBA
11 Freeway. speed
zones
12 Fully grown
13 Lassos
18 Travis' and
Quaid
23 Instigates
litigation
25 Actor McKelien
26 Diligent searcher ~+=-+--:-.j..:....:+-=-+=- ~"'~f-+-
30 Shrek, for one
31 Bath place
32 NASA partner
33 Absorbed
completely
34 Warty
amphibian
36 Gallery filler
37 Ballerina steps
40 Cheater
41 Writer Waugh
44 Kodak
attachment
47 She sheep
49 Quell
50 Illegal coercion
51 Barber's
sharpener
52 Climbing vine
54 Two quartets
55 Group of
scouts
56 Brownish gray
57 Word on a door
59 Glowing review
64 Muscle spasm
65 Whirlpool tub
Sudoku By Michael Mepham
{
I
1 7
1
", .... 19 6
9 ~_ ~J _
2 8
5
2
Lovel: II[!](]]f1J
Complete the grid so each row, column and a-by-
a box (in bold borders) contains every digit 1 to
9. For strategies on how 10 solve Sudoku, visit
www.sudoku.org.uk.
COMICS
4
5
..... _.
Solution to Saturday's puzzle
1 316 71215 8 9 41-..... ..._.,,,--j .......I- I·
5 914 318 6 1 2 7
I
7 218 1 i4 9 3 6 5
~!~~419'3 6 1 2f-517 1 9 4 8
1- ~
4 11 19 862 7 5 3
2 5 3 6 1 17 4 8199 8 1 2 3
1
4 517
1
6
6 4 r 9 5 8 213 1
8
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6 4
3
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Hunting
Mishap
WALLY.
DID YOU
FINISH THE
DETAILED
ANALYSIS?
_. - _. - ,._...,,--_. __ .- ._.-- .-_'_'
1
5 3
Sudoku on Mobile. Enter 783658.com In your mobile web browser. Get 8 'ree gamo! Some camet' d'largt!9 mny8flpt)t
~~2006 Michnol Mcphnm. OIGtrtbtJtcd by Trlbuno Mooi.1 Sm-ir'/}G. All rtgh1fl. fp.$ervp.!t
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I DISAPPOINT
PEOPLE, BUT I'M
LEARNING TO
ENJOY IT;
NO. I'M
MORE OF
A BIG
PICTURE
KIND OF
GUY.
(
WHY
DIDN'T
YOU TELL
ME THAT
A WEEK
AGO WHEN
1ASKED?
c" )
l
r1
"j;
1DON'T g
LIKE TO ~
DISAPPOINT
PEOPLE.
(
HEY, 1
THINK I'M
STARTING
TO LIKE DIS-
APPOINTING
PEOPLE!
~
YEAH.
1LOVE
THAT
ABOUT
ME.
WOULD
YOU
SHOWUP.
ON TIME?
NO.1
DOUBT
!WOULD
EVEN
PREPARE
A SPEECH.
HOROSCOPES
Today'sBirthday(03-08-07)
You'll make wonderful discov-
'eries this year. You'll venture
farther out than you even knew
existed. Take carei there will be
surprises, and not all ofthem
are pleasant.
To get the advantage; check the
day's rating: 10is the easiest
day, 0 the most challenging.
Aries (March 21~April
Today is an 8- Finish a
task and you can collect
mOlley that you're owed.
. task may simply be asldn
the money. You cando iti d
be afraid, . .
BY LINDA C. BLACK
Tribune Media Services
terrupted. The disagreement is
apout how the money should
. ent. Postpone big pur-
until next week.
Sagittarius (Nov. 22-Dec. 21)
Today is a 7 - You're more inter-
ested in working now because
you must. You do well under
pressure; maybe that's why you
wait. You love that adrenalin
rush.
Eo
u
t!
~
i~====:::::::::::~ ~~==~~:==::!!!:::===~=~E ~
3 r1'll THE KEY TO " DOESN'T
, HAPPINESS IS TO 1;_11 THAT
i LOVE WHO YOU ARE. c MAKENOT WHO OTHERS ~ YOU AWANT YOU TO BE. ..i SOCIO-
E ( '0 PATH?
8 ~ ~
~ ~
~====::=::::~=ii!==:::::!:::!~~=:i~========:=::!=:::t
DOGBER T'S SPEAKERS "'11 !WOULD SPEAK ABOUT
I- ~BU~R~E::;:A::::U__ --t THE FOLLY OFTRYlNG
,
• TO SATISFY OTHER
WHAT TOPIC WOULD PEOPLE'S UNREASONABLE
YOU BE SPEAKING EXPECTATIONS.
. ABOUn
)
23-Aug.22)
5 - Real estate aod
rovements are usu-
voted. This time,
our purchase could
estic coofrantao
talk it over first.
Capricorn (Dec. 22-lao. 19)
Today is an 8 •Discuss your
most rec . . hts with
.fro p you un-
atat first
gturnsout
uarius (Jan. 20-Feb. 18)
Today is a 9 - There's plenty of
. oney to be made, ifyou can .
hal's required.To be part -
ofthe team, you must learn
there's always someone who
..•.;outranks yoti.
I
I
,.
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